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By Justin Wilson, Howard Jacobs

Pelican Publishing Co. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, More Cajun Humor (New
edition), Justin Wilson, Howard Jacobs, Cajun humor must be kindly and homespun, andno one
spins a tale with those requirements better than the world's number onehumorist, Justin
Wilson.Written in dialect, his second collection of tales revolves around the livesof quick-witted
farmers, determined deer hunters, and diehardfootball fans-people who could be your neighbors
and friends, especially if youlive in Louisiana, and especially if you're the exceptionally neighborly
andfriendly Justin Wilson-a man who never lets a good story go by. Have you heardthe one about
the high-jumping bear hunter? It's a good one, I ga-ron-tee!Boisterous, charming, and down-to-
earth, Wilson has delighted audiencesthroughout the country for more than forty-five years. He is
author ofJustin Wilson's Cajun Humor as well as many cookbooks, includingThe Justin Wilson
Cookbook, The Justin Wilson Cookbook #2: Cookin' Cajun, The Justin Wilson Gourmet and
GourmandCookbook, Justin Wilson's Outdoor Cooking with InsideHelp, and Justin Wilson's Cajun
Fables .Howard Jacobs is an authority on Cajun Dialect, co-author of Justin Wilson'sCajun Humor,
and author of Cajun Laugh-in.
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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